The Roundup

The Latest News and Reviews around the Rallies

Sunset over the Ranch (Music Week-end)

R08 - Misterton Caravan Park 17th-20th May
Marshals: Barry & Val
Report: Granville
Some of us arrived on a fine & sunny Thursday to be greeted by Barry & Val with a welcoming
cup of tea. With the arrival of Adrian the marquee was erected & In the evening we got
together for tea & biscuits.
Friday saw another beautiful morning we all went out & about & by late afternoon the sight had
filled considerably to 11 vans, we met in the evening for a catch up & the usual tea etc.
Saturday (THE BIG DAY) arrived with another really nice morning, I say big day because Barry
& I went fishing, leaving the ladies to wallow in the Royal Wedding. We all met later in the
marquee for a get together and a quiz. A quiz with no prizes but as Adrian pointed out they are
from Yorkshire so all is forgiven.
Young Alfie kept us amused by collecting fir cones in a bucket for anyone who said they would
like some. Tom & Steph & Brian & Mavis arrived in time for flag, the lucky van was won by
Richard & Val. Barry’s granddaughter Esme did the quiz which was occupations which was also
won by Richard & Val.
On Sunday afternoon 22 of us went to the Haxey Gate pub for Sunday lunch which I think all will
agree was very good, after lunch a stroll back to the vans to say our goodbyes & look forward to
the next rally. Thanks to Val & Barry for a nice rally on a nice flat site.
R09 Bank Holiday Humanby , Filey Thurs 24 May – Tues 29 May 2018
Marshals Paul, Clare , Brian Mavis
Report: Adrian
The first thing I must say thank you for the well signed route from all directions. We arrived
Thursday afternoon to be greeted by our marshals , The site was well situated for many places to
visit ,the marquee went up first job as it was on our bed from the last rally and it was not quite
dry. Thursday evening Mavis served us a lovely Minestrone soup with bread bun and homemade
cakes. The evening went very quickly and it dropped cool about 10pm so we called it an early
night .
Friday we all woke up to a wet and foggy morning ,but that didn’t stop people going out to
Whitby , Nunnington hall, Bridlington, Filey and various other destinations. Barry went home to
pressure wash his drive while the van was not there. Friday night was supposed to be fish and
chips but the fish shop was not very helpful .so Mavis put more of her cakes out. We had a quiz
from Clare. We put a fan heater in the marquee that made it more comfortable, it was a late finish
of nearly midnight .
Saturday , Vanessa and I had a visit from Nathan and his girls and, along with Sophie we went into
Bridlington to make some sandcastles and have fun at the seaside, fish and chips for dinner at pier
6 very nice. Brian and Granville put up bird feeders and they attracted many birds including tree
sparrows.Mavis made some feeler bags which caused quite a laugh and some rather funny
contents which generated many different answers. We had a communal barbeque outside the
marquee and more quizzes then went in marquee later and another late night.
Sunday the weather was kind to us again and many destinations again , we went to the car boot
and then on to Hornsea Freeport , James bought 5 shirts ready for his work visit to India !.also
Vanessa a splurge on 5 pairs of shoes. Sunday we had a American supper which went down very
well with a good selection of food .We played Brian’s curling game which always go down well ,
Chloe was the water girl . thank you, you did a good job keeping the course nice and slippery.
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Brian made a pushing stick to play the game with and it worked well. James polished the bottoms
of the stones and it worked for him .Flag was taken by Graham.
Competition winners .
Kids drawing Competition
Caption Competition
Curling
Quiz
Feeler bags
Lucky van

a draw was decided
Barry .
James and Sophie
Granville
Ann and Sue ,James and Sophie and Richard and Dianne.
A draw was taken and won by Richard and Dianne
Richard and Dianne

R10 – Trentfield Farm 1st – 3rd June 2018
Marshals: Adrian & Vanessa with Graham & Carol
Report: Diane
We arrived on Friday to glorious sunshine. I went and did two loads of washing and borrowed lots
of airer’s and a clothes line (thank you ladies). We met in the marquee for drinks and chatter.
Saturday another beautiful day some people went out others stayed on site. Later in the afternoon
we went to the marquee for Afternoon Tea. What a surprise the tables were all set beautifully. We
were served tea or coffee then a cake stand was brought out with sandwiches, cake, sausage rolls
and quiche. Congratulations to Adrian, Vanessa, Carol and Graham for all their hard work, it was
fantastic. This was followed by games of curling, horseshoe throwing, darts and a stack of cans
which James seemed to think you had to miss the cans. Richard and James were so competitive
you had to have been there to see it. (Nothing wrong with a little friendly competition)
Sunday we had flag and yet more cake then it was time to pack up and go home. Many thanks to
Adrian, Vanessa, Carol and Graham for a great weekend, hopefully we will visit this venue again
soon.
R11 - Fishing North Scarle Thurs 14 – Sun 17 June 2018
Marshals - Granville and Jenni, Iris and John
Report – Beth
No of Units on field – 10
We arrived on Friday, set up, sat down and had a cuppa. At 7pm those on site (more to arrive) met
with the Marshals who provided us with hot dogs (frankfurters – my favourite), fried onions,
finger rolls and all manner of condiments and sauces. There was also cake to finish off with our
teas and coffees. When we were all suitably refreshed, comfortably seated,
enjoying the usual banter, out came the paper and pencils for one of
Granville's notoriously 'hard' quizzes! It wasn't too bad really as we had a
second quiz later on. Vanessa won the first and Garth & I won the second.
The conversations deteriorated a bit so it was a good job there were no
children about to overhear, but it was funny! Eventually the marquee
began to empty as it was getting dark and a lot cooler, and some of us had
to be up a bit earlier than usual.
Saturday, an early start for the four fishermen and me. We left the site to
travel a mile or so away to Duck Ponds where the match was to take place.
We drew to determine who was on what peg then after sorting our gear we
started at 9 am and finished at 2 pm. We all caught something reasonable
but not as much as Granville. He was the winner with well over 72lb of fish, not too bad for a
professional with all the right gear! Then came the amateur anglers - Garth with 17¾lb, Pete
close behind, myself 8lb plus, then John. As Granville was near the end of the pond there were
only a few fish that escaped his long pole and netted. (For those non-anglers the fish that are
caught are placed in a large keepnet to be weighed at the end of the match). Meanwhile back on
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site other ralliers just relaxed while others visited local places. An American Supper was the start
to the evening's activities and as usual the tables were groaning with savouries and sweets. When
we were all full and happy, Granville announced another competition – no, not a quiz this time
but a dominoes knock-out, based on run-out. The games were fast and furious with the finalists
being Pauline, Tom, Garth and Pete. The winner was Pauline – well done. Following this was
Flag and the presentation of winners of the Gents and Ladies Fishing Competition. Granville and
myself being the winners. (I have to say it's easy to win the ladies as I won by default, for the
second year, being the only lady fishing. I'd like to have an opponent next year; any lady out
there going to have a go?).Cards were given to Granville and Jenni, Steve and Debbie for their
wedding anniversaries and a birthday card for Stephanie. The weekend quiz was to write one or
more limericks and I think everyone submitted something. Vanessa came first and Dave T
second. Announcements were made regarding future rallies and the raffle completed. Thanks
were given to our Marshals and Co Marshals. They did themselves proud and we look forward to
the next time.
Sunday morning arrived and everyone went home.
R12 Golden Wedding Wrawby 22nd -24th June 2018
Marshals: Adrian & Vanessa
Report: Adrian
We arrived in glorious sunshine and set about setting up the van – that was when I found the
mirrored door on the corner cabin had fallen off and broken into lots of
pieces so I now have a set of shelves. I then tried to vacuumed the tiny
bits up, only for my hoover to blow up – good start. Everyone began
arriving and by evening we had 13 vans present and we went to the hall at
7.30 for tea, coffee and a natter.
Saturday our last 2 vans arrived this morning raising our numbers to 15
vans on site. We popped into Briggs Farmers
Market with Graham, Carol and Gracie and bumped into several other
ralliers doing the same. The afternoon was spent making final for Tom
and Stephanie’s big night. The evening kicked off at 6pm – we had an
amazing buffet, followed by loads desserts. The entertainment then
began with Tom and Stephanie doing their 1 st “Official” 1st dance (they
did not have an evening do in 1968) We were kept very well entertained
by Richard Papps, with loads of people up dancing. Halfway through the
evening we stopped for Flag, Jenni received a birthday – Also Tom and Stephanie received a card
and a planter along with money collected over the weekend which they could spend on an
evening out. The entertainment then continued with everyone dancing the rest of the night away.
Sunday once again had dawned hot and sunny one or two vans left early to get home to water the
gardens. Quite a few of us walked to Wrawby Mill to the family fun day. Then wended our way
home
A great weekend, thanks to Tom & Stephanie for letting us share it.
THANK YOU
Tom and I would like to say a very big Thank You to all the members of the club who joined us
including the couples who joined us just for the evening. The Mustang Caravan Owners Club has
been a large part of our lives for the last 20 Years and to us it only seemed right it should be the
centre of our celebrations. We would like to thank you for the cards and the lovely gifts we
received. The way you all received our extended family in such a friendly way (our family now
realize why we do so much with our fellow Mustangers) it added to the very good memories we
take away from this week-end. Another big thank you must go to Val for doing the beautiful
cake. Also a big Thank you to Richard Papps who stepped up to the stage at the eleventh hour, his
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music was brilliant. Last but not least an EXTRA BIG THANK YOU to Adrian and Vanessa for
running the rally for us, we could not have managed without you.
R013 East Kirkby 29TH June – 1st July 2018
Marshals: Peter & Brenda
Report: Debbie
Friday—After a very short drive, we arrived on site in glorious sunshine. We
quickly set up and went for a cuppa with the other ralliers. There were six vans
in total. It was a lovely warm evening and we sat outside the Marshal’s van
having a natter until the sun went behind the trees and it got a bit chilly.
Saturday Everyone went out and about, some ventured to the coast or local
towns. Roger and Lesley had arrived after we had retired last night so we said
hello to them. I unfortunately had to work so Steve went for a wander around the
museum for a couple of hours. After lunch we thought about going out but
decided to spend the afternoon chilling on site. Clive exposed more than he
intended when his wind spinner came off his flagpole and he chased it across the
field and his trousers came down! We all got together for the bowls competition later in the day. I
couldn’t even throw the little white ball as far as Richard and Diane’s youngest grandchild, so
safe to say my time in the competition was very short lived. Eventually the finals arrived and
Diane won the ladies competition and Tim won the gents. Adrian had a bit of a fright when Terri
bowled a bouncer and it almost hit Adrian in his middle wicket!! After the bowls competition we
moved onto the flat cap competition which got everyone chipping in their opinions on how/where
to hold the cap to get the best out of a throw. I tried three different suggestions but all results were
the same, rubbish throws each time. Sophie won the ladies competition with a great throw which I
think even beat Pete’s, who won the gent’s competition. After flag we sat outside our van having
a natter and a cuppa. Richard & Diane’s grandchildren had a bubble bath infused water fight in
which Jilly and Alistair seemed to get wetter than the kids. It was lovely to hear the giggles and
belly laughs. As soon as the sun went down we retired to our caravan as the wind was a bit chilly.
Sunday As it was such a lovely day, we decided to not rush home so went to buy some meat for a
barbeque. I asked if Steve was going to go via Spilsby and he said no it was too far to go on the
main roads and we were going to cut across country. Well an hour later we had ‘cut across
country’, ended up in a farmyard, drove through a river and met a car up a very narrow lane which
looked exactly like chitty, chitty bang bang. We then headed back to the main road and went via
Spilsby. We eventually packed up the caravan and left the site about 5pm. We had a fabulous
weekend and the site was lovely. Thanks to the marshals Peter and Brenda for a lovely weekend.
R14 - Golf Rally Laughterton 6th – 8th July
Marshals : Brenda & Peter
Report: Sophie & James
After arriving on the Friday evening, no legs down on a camper! We joined
the rest of the troupe, hiding from the late sun in a small shaded patch
behind one of the vans. The evening talk quickly whet off topic, and
resorted to Rabbit (holes), and Soap on a Rope – We’re all still a bit dazed
and confused!
Saturday was the event, Football (Eng Vs Sweden), oh, and a game or two
of Golf. Our first game was with Vanessa & Adrian, whose score card was
based on Golf Balls found, not putts sunk. We then went off in search of an
Ice cream, after failing at the Club shop a trip to Torksey Lock was sure to
succeed – alas another fail! That evening a small contingency of the group
went for another round of golf – Hats off to Matthew for the achievement
Matthews club
of club further than ball, and lodged within a tree. Flag was held on
Saturday, followed by parlour games, James beating Richard 12 feet to 9 in the paired feet
puzzle. The winners of the Golf announced– Vanessa won the Ladies, Richard and James’ rivalry
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continued with a tight 1 point difference, Richard winning with a round of 45..Lucky van was won
by Jenni & Granville – after Jenni proclaimed that she only liked Matthew if he pulled their
number from the hat.
Thanks goes to our marshals Pete & Brenda for a fantastic weekend, we look forward to the next.
R15 -Music Weekend Caistor Ranch 12th-15th July 2018
Marshals: Adrian, Vanessa, Graham and Carol
Narrator Chairman Pete
It was a Thursday, and the Ranch boss was soon surrounded by the hired hands and in no time the
marquee city had taken shape. The fridges and freezers were brought out and plugged in and the
electricity cables strung out like live spaghetti to power everything from the neighbouring ranch
house, belonging to Big Dave. The night was a hot humid one, but no grasshoppers could be heard
rubbing their legs and making that silly noise, just the snoring of the ranch hands, as they slept
after their get together to round off the days work.
Friday dawned and with it came the wagons from north east south and west, all arriving in from
the hot dusty trails they had taken, and unhitched the horsepower and set up the wagons as their
stately accommodation for the nights. Most had been prepared and bought water others needed
filling from the black plastic well. Being the start of the weekend for most the normal fare of
beverages and biccies was taken and some imbibed a little as the cloudy day cleared and the hot
searing sun broke through to cast its radiant energies upon so many black and shiny solar panels
and sunburnt people.
Saturday started clear and hot, damn hot. The ranch boss’s lady gathered
in her helpers and the final things were put in place and a whole spread
of food for the hungry party goers was prepared. Now you don’t often
see a wall of fridges and freezers in a field with a load of multi coloured
marquees,. Well I guess that is true until you realise that these revellers
are the mighty Mustang mob. Best cool clothes were placed on hot
bodies and all took there seats in the large marquee square for the start of
the evenings entertainment. That well known entertainer Darren Busby
took the grass and regaled us with songs of country and western, folk,
pop, and many other genres across three lengthy sessions across the
whole evening. The very young ladies and other small gentleman, pretty
much hogged the dance floor all night and whatever the music shook and
skipped and gyrated their stuff to the musical tones of the man in the
white Stetson. Between the sets the very large buffet was devoured and
everyone we hope had their fill and there was still more for seconds. The sweets were well
received with no end on this warm evening going for the ice creams. So that’s why the freezers
were there! With all sated and somewhat relaxed with full tummies the music resumed, and after
an initial gentle start many of the older hands got up and had their own ho down as the music
washed over them. Nathan, Adrian and Vanessa’s eldest, with his two girls dropped in to say hello
and goodbye, as he and his family are off to the Canadian plains very soon on a new life adventure
when they emigrate, and I am sure we wish them all a very safe journey and a marvellous
adventure, I think it fair to say Nathan has his own tales of Mustang rallies to take with him, to
enthral mad Canadians on those long frozen winter nights. As the evening came to a close and
Darren’s dad made sure all the gear was stowed away ready for the next concert, Adrian was
doing his roady task and selling CD’s to the audience. Big Daves group bought the CD then as
they said goodnight it rolled out of its sleeve and stayed the night on the field. We put it down to
the exuberance with which one of his party was enjoying a few libations more than she realised!!
Heaven forbid the Mustang mob ever did such a naughty thing!!!!
Sunday was another hot one and people began the task of preparing for the trails home. The
marquees were opened up and prior to our version of a church service we went to throw some
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eggs at our partners. This year the trophy goes to Rose and Clive Jackson, who became the best
egg bouncers on the field. I reckon they could have taught Barnes Wallis a few things about
bombing techniques. Cards were given out to Richard Good who wasn’t there much to Darren’s
relief, as he could relax a bit more. Alistair, Richard and Diane’s little lad, was there with Jilly, his
lovely lady and as it was their first official rally as proper members received a first rally plaque.
And Jilly got a birthday card as well. It was grand to see you all and we do hope you come again, I
know the kids enjoyed burning up and down the field.Flag was flag, it was roasting hot and few
were in a hurry to get away, but the dispensing of ice cream and fruit and all manner of nice things
from the fridges helped keep people around a tad longer. Well the time had come, the tents were
struck down and packed away in the ranchers barn for the duration and one by one the hot dusty
revellers loaded up the towed wagons. The horse power was hitched, up front and with a crack of
the ignition the wheels ground slowly over the dusty soil and grass out of the gate, folks heading
north, east south and west, some to see what was over the horizon and others back to their version
of the goldrush, to fill the coffers ready for the next foray out to be a Mustanger.
The thanks for the weekend really do go to the ranchers Hambleton and Big Daves ranch for
electricity and everyone else who carried cut peeled arranged put up took down and otherwise
were just there. It was a humdinger of a weekend. Last word on the weekend is Yeee Harrrr!! Lets
do it again.
R16 – Norfolk Motorhome Show 19th – 24th July 2018
Marshals: Adrian & Vanessa
Report: Adrian
Thursday- We arrived midmorning after an uneventful 3 hour journey to be sited in a lovely
central spot. We set up then a ride into Great Yarmouth for a stroll along the sea front and a fish &
chip lunch. In the evening we went to the arena building to be entertained by “Vivo” and Jay
McGee, both of whom were excellent.
Friday – After a lazy start to the morning we headed into the show, and amazingly didn’t buy
anything. We then went back to the van for a little snooze. On our second visit into the show we
met with Joan and Arthur, who later joined us for a cuppa. In the evening we were entertained
Evan Morgan & Ray Hemmings and Dictionary of Soul.
Saturday – We headed into the city of Norwich and had a lovely day exploring the city, before
heading back to be entertained in the evening by the “Abba Experience” the Beegees & Ska
Britannia – all were excellent.
Sunday dawned bright and sunny so we headed off to Lowestoft, then on to Beccles for lunch and
a walk down the River. In the evening we were entertained by Tank Sherman followed by the
excellent “elos Expesance”
Monday – 5 am we set off for home after another great week-end..
R17 - Peacock Hall Paston Norfolk Thurs 26 – Tues 31 July 2018
Marshals: John & Sloane
Report: Rose
We arrived on the Thursday about 1.30pm after stopping for breakfast on the B1145 about half
way. We set up on our blocks and had a welcome cup of tea from John and Sloane. We sat outside
and sunbathed till teatime, we then went for coffee and natter in the marshal’s awning. They had
their grandsons with them Wyatt and Carson as well as their two dogs “the two bobs” Marley and
Dillon, so they kept us entertained.
Friday – it was another red hot day so we sat outside lapping the sun up again while we could. Our
friends Teri and Mo arrived about 2.30pm, so I made them a cup to tea, and later when Sophie and
James arrived it made 9 vans on site. We all went down to the marshals awning again to join Val
& Richard and had coffee and some of Val’s fantastic cakes and tarts, yum yum. The boys got
chocolate cake all on their faces of course. Stephanie
lifted a box of biscuits up for one of the
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twins and promptly ended up with chocolate on her skirt, and by
using her fingers got it off, she said the chocolate tasted good.
Then we found out Sophie and James are expecting their first
baby. Congratulations to both them and Adrian and Vanessa
soon to be grandparents again. Val and Richard had been to
Norfolk Day on the Broads and Val had a laugh because Richard
is from Norfolk and they were told local Norfolk people were
called Norfolk Dumplings so we can call Richard a dumpling
now , (sorry Richard). Then it turned a bit cold and thundery
with lightning we went back to our vans. Clive and I were
watching the storm out of the front window. There were some
massive flashes of lightning which lit the whole field up we also
got fork lightning too. The thunder we had heard in the distance
came over head bring with it heavy rain. Phew what a good show.

Happisburgh Lighthouse

Saturday – a nice sunny day after the storm but it was a bit windy. We had just finished breakfast
when Teri came round and asked if we wanted to go out with them we said yes please. We went to
Wroxham Broads and nice place right on the broads. We had a coffee sat by the river and I have
never seen so many swans. People were feeding them with proper food you could by, when
someone sat down they all swam up to them looking for food, they were unlucky with us. One
boat we saw going under the low bridges with young girls and lads on it bent all their fishing rod
on the back of the boat as they scraped along the underneath of the bridge. You are supposed to
have a pilot to take you through with the bridges being so low. We got back to the vans and were
in the awning after tea, when it started raining fast we dashed by the our vans at 9pm, but there
was a pink sky after, so that meant a fine day tomorrow, hopefully.
Sunday – No it didn’t because it was dull and overcast with rain. We went for a short walk, but
there was no village or shops near enough, so went back and did our crossword all afternoon. We
had flag that night with an American supper in the marshals awning which included Val’s cakes
sandwiches, pizzas etc. all supplied by other rally members. The usual announcements were made
along with the raffle, Sloane had organised it so that the boys got special raffle prizes they each
got a dinosaur and they were very pleased with them. There followed all the usual talk including
the subject of “cats & dogs”. Thanks were given to John & Sloane for running the rally and Val
for providing all the lovely home & van made cakes. Apart from learning that Norfolk born
Richard is a “Norfolk Dumpling” we also learnt that “Farwelted” means a sheep on its back or
someone in trouble.
Monday – We decided to go to Cromer on the way home, but it was very busy and we couldn’t
find a parking space so we carried on going home. We stopped for lunch on the way and Sweet &
Sour Chicken with rice, it was very good. We arrived home having enjoyed a nice relaxing rally.
See you again soon.
CHRISTMAS GREETINGS & 2019 CALENDARS
Oh no I hear you say, but yes as sure as night turns into day the Christmas Season will soon be
upon us. If you would like to send your friends in the Mustang Caravan Owners Club a Christmas
Greeting please let me know as soon as possible so that I can publish them in the next edition of
the Round up. The cost is £1.00 which all goes back into the club funds.
2019 Calendars—Again if you wish to purchase one of these please let me know as soon as
possible. I can have them ready to distribute at the Christmas Dinner Rally or at the New Year
Rally. The purchase price is £2.25 per copy with postage extra if required. As in the past £1.00
from each copy sold will be donated back to the club.
Thank you Stephanie
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ROUND UP 166 Winter 2018
Could you please submit any articles or write ups up by 5th November
to
mustangcaravanoc@ntlworld.com
Thank you—Stephanie
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